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Abstract:  

Life is a theater where each actor/actress gives a daily performance to the work that have written 

by a high level intelligent person or by high level intelligent people by the ancient years & still 

written from the geniuses that affect the masses. To escape someone from this work he/she must 

be aware about the situation, he/she must be genius & he/she must wield influence to the people 

in order to wake up them from the technical reality that has been created & still created by the 

big personalities of the planet. 
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1. Introduction 

 A global center “World Health Bank” must be set up for the collection of biological 

material of all the patients of the world that suffering from diseases with the right hierarchy of 

e-data, with new safe & secret telecommunication system, with global cloud computing, with 

artificial intelligence, with machine learning – deep learning, with machine vision, with 

automation & with the best scientists of the world on these fields.  

2. Body of paper 

 Biological material to be diffuse into microchip organs or into printed (from cells, stem 

cells & etc of the patients) organs by multidimensional biological printers for personalized 

testing & continuous monitoring of patient’s biological (substances) reactions in vitro, to record 

the disease before tests & the cure (in atomic – subatomic – etc levels) after continuous 

monitoring of multiple tests in multiple microchip organs for each person individually in order 

to understand in maximum levels everything about the confrontation of diseases.  

 There will be the technology to replace the real tissues - organs by microchip tissues - 

organs but it is better to achieve the regeneration of the tissues - organs by changes to the blood 

that contains our DNA - RNA - etc. Scientists should focus on the manipulation of blood 

substances for regenerative medicine in order to do not need the people transplantations of 

simple or robotic tissues – organs – neurons - etc.  

 If DNA – RNA have A – B & C – D letters – bases to the edges, scientists can add – 

insert – embed – consolidate there in the same edges (with CRISPR – Cas systems, with Prime 

Editing or with Base Editors or with a combination of them or something more sophisticated) 

respectively [A – etc (A-Z) or B – etc (A-Z) & C – etc (A-Z) or D – etc (A-Z), for example A 

– B – A – C – A – D – etc or B – A – B – C – B – D – etc & C – D – C – E – C – F – etc or D 

– C – D – X – D – Z – etc] letters – bases with the other edges of them to be new letters – bases 

for evolution or to add – insert – embed – consolidate a Synthetic DNA with the letters – bases 

of the another organism or organisms to the existing DNA - RNA & later to evolve the 

polynucleotide chains (DNA Strands) that are the guards of our kind’s genetic code.  

 Scientists can also edit – modify – evolve all the other biological material like DNA 

(with subcategories) – RNA (with subcategories) - genes – genomes – epigenomes – 

chromosomes – chromatins – polynucleotide chains – CAS – cell membranes – cortices – 

microbiome – neurons (neurotransmitters – neuropeptides – etc) - cells [evolution – 

modification of T-cells (injection of killer & helper CAR T- cells or injection of more 

sophisticated T-cells in thymus gland in order to propagate & evolve the simple T-cells) in 

order to search & destroy the cancer (injections of EBC-46 directly to the cancer – tumors in 

order to kill them in a record time after successful experiments with safety to the humans) & 

evolution – modification of all the other type of cells] – stem cells – telomeres – proteins – 

lipids – amino acids – acids – enzymes – microbes – mitochondria – exosomes – molecules – 

atoms – subatomic particles & everything other that exist with it’s subcategories.  
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It should become also mass bombardment every 6 months on the organisms with electrodes, 

bio – light – sound – wave – vibration – pulse – magnetic – electric & etc stimulations, in order 

to wake up the body – tissues – organs – muscles – neurons – etc & the functions of the 

organisms.  

 Scientists must create robotic tissues – organs – neurons – etc that will charge from the 

wireless networks such as the RFID microchip implants & to recharge also from the body pulses 

in order to replace the real ones or to find ways for the regeneration – evolution of our tissues 

– organs – neurons – cell membranes – cells – stem cells – telomeres – proteins – lipids – amino 

acids – acids – enzymes – microbes – mitochondria – exosomes – molecules – atoms – 

subatomic particles – etc, ways for the armor & evolution of DNA – RNA – polynucleotide 

chains – genes – genomes – epigenomes – chromosomes – chromatins – CAS – etc & finally 

ways for the clearance – evolution of our veins throw safe personalized medicines or safe 

personalized vaccines for the achievement of immortality.  

 The creation also of nanoscale biosensors – microchips that will be implanted inside our 

organisms via vaccines in order to analyze – monitor in real time all the biological data – 

material – substances of the organisms for the prevention of all the type of diseases (tumors – 

cancer, aids & etc) with the combination of multidimensional printed biological or microchip 

organs inside from biological printers for experiments in vitro – outside of the patient’s body 

with his/her DNA – RNA – cells – stem cells – etc will lead us to the disappearance of diseases 

due to the early diagnosis, due to extra fast experiments & due to personalized polypills [it will 

contains nanoscale microscopic sensors (creation of body – organism gps) in order to release 

the right substances at the right place] – vaccines that will also be printed by multidimensional 

bioprinters that will exist in every hospital – health center of the planet.  

3. Conclusion 

 The technology that is needed for everything already exists. The matter is to share the 

data to a specific template on the cloud database all the hospitals, clinics, health centers, 

educational institutes & laboratories in order to become the evolution of organisms – life a 

reality.  

 The chain of health science (Chaideftos Chaideftos) : Organisms - materials -> geniuses 

-> diagnosis (microscopes, tests & etc) -> experiments (with results – tests) -> creations -> 

continuously diagnosis of creations (microscopes, tests & etc) -> experiments with the new 

creations (with results – tests) -> creations -> continuously diagnosis of creations (microscopes, 

tests & etc) & etc.  

 We are in the point that we can create a new form of life like the Creator of Universe 

created everything. Behind of every Creation there is a Creator.  
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